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Knife found hidden in flower stems by TSA agent at Sea-Tac Airport
Try to sneak a knife in a bouquet of flowers at Sea-Tac and it's trouble for you! A

TSA agent at Sea-Tac Airport discovered a knife hidden inside a bouquet of

flowers during a routine screening of carry-on luggage on July 23. That's a no-

no. "Knives of any type or size, hidden or not, aren't allowed through the security

checkpoint," tweeted Lorie Dankers, spokesperson for TSA.

Dem Candidates Sanders, Castro to Speak at Radical Islamist 
Convention

Democratic presidential candidates Bernie Sanders and Julian Castro have

agreed to speak at the convention of a radical Islamist group with ties to

the Muslim Brotherhood and hostility towards progressive Muslims and

values. Sanders and Castro will participate in a “presidential forum” held by

the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) during its convention in

Houston August 31, 2019. ISNA says it is inviting other Democratic

presidential candidates and President Donald Trump to address its

audience. The U.S. Justice Department lists ISNA as an “entity” of the

Muslim Brotherhood, a radical and often violent arm of the Islamist global

political project. The Brotherhood’s goal is a worldwide caliphate with all of

humanity living under sharia law. The Trump administration announced

three months ago that it was considering designating the Brotherhood as a

domestic terrorist organization.

Understanding El Paso
In the aftermath of the El Paso shooting, there has been a fresh outcry

against white supremacy. The shooter appears to have posted a

manifesto online explaining in detail his motives for the attack and the

racist ideology behind it. Liberals, like Presidential Candidate Beto

O’Rourke, who represented El Paso as a congressman, have already

used the horrific shooting to accuse President Donald Trump of

encouraging the white supremacist ideology by stating their mantra

“[Trump] is a racist and stokes racism.”Other Democratic candidates have

made similar comments about the El Paso shootings, saying that Trump’s
push to build a wall on the U.S. border with Mexico demonizes immigrants in the eyes of Americans.

Conservatives argue the opposite. They point to the reasons that Trump himself says about why he wants

to build a wall: to stop the powerful Mexican drug cartels from using the porous border to push their poison

and human trafficking into America. Today, virtually anyone trying to cross the border for whatever reasons

must pay off and be “accepted” by the cartels or risk being murder by them.
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The U.S. is engaged in a showdown with Turkey over Turkish President

Recip Erdogan’s threats to “eliminate” America’s Kurdish and Christian

allies in northeast Syria.Erdogan says he will invade northeast Turkey

“very soon” to “eliminate all threats to its national security,” a commonly

used euphemism by the Islamist president against the Kurds and other

minority groups which comprise the Syrian Democratic Forces

(SDF).Erdogan views the SDF — America’s allies who eliminated ISIS —

as a threat to Turkey due to the Kurd’s aspirations for sovereignty.An

attack would also threaten the safety of U.S. forces working with the SDF

in the area. It would also mean that the Kurds would not have the capacity

to guard the 15,000 foreign ISIS fighters they have captured, as every

soldier would be needed for the fight against Turkey.

US Showdown With Turkey to Prevent Slaughter of Christians, 
Kurds

New American Islamic Seminary Trains Scholars in Extremism
This new American Islamic seminary targets young people to turn them into

scholars steeped in extremism. Read Clarion’s Intelligence Network’s latest

expose about U.S.-based supporters of the Islamic Republic of Iran,

Hezbollah and Shiite extremism. The Al Mahdi Islamic Seminary is a brand-

new online Shiite school in the United States with ties to Islamic extremists.

Launched in May of 2019, Al Mahdi’s target demographic is American

Muslims, who it seeks to turn into “credible” and “pious” scholars. Its

mission isn’t the issue, though. Instead, it is who is helping to fulfill it,

like Sheikh Hamza Sodagar, who has openly expressed his support for the

Iranian regime and its proxy terror group in Lebanon, Hezbollah.

Thai authorities recovered an unexploded firebomb at a market in central

Bangkok on Wednesday (Aug 7) in what they said was a device left over

from coordinated attacks last week that wounded four people. Six small

bombs and six fire-bombs went off in the Thai capital last Friday as the city

hosted a meeting of Southeast Asian foreign ministers that was also

attended by top diplomats from the United States, China, and other world

powers.

Unexploded firebomb discovered in Thai capital

British Airways flight evacuated after smoke fills cabin
A British Airways flight was evacuated at Spain’s Valencia Airport on Monday (Aug

5) after smoke filled the cabin. Passenger Gayle Fitzpatrick posted a video of the

incident on Twitter, saying: “Our cabin filled with smoke in the last 10 minutes of

flight, had to disembark via emergency chutes.” Another passenger, Rachel Jupp,

told BBC News that there was no official announcement about what was

happening as smoke filled the cabin. “You couldn’t see the passengers two seats

down from you,” she said. Ms Jupp, who was travelling with her children, said she

heard calls to “get down” so that they can breathe the cleaner air near the floor as

the Airbus A321 aircraft began its descent. It took cabin crew a few minutes after

landing to open the emergency exits, she added. Passengers then went down the

emergency chutes and were told to get as far away from the plane as possible.
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